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I. The Context

The Stimuli For Change



Post-Mao Transition

• “Fight early, fight big, fight nuclear war”

• 1979 Sino-Vietnamese War trauma

• 1985 Deng reassesses security situation

• People’s war under modern conditions

• Local wars under high-tech conditions 







In the meantime…



Never Again















Linear Battlefield



Deep Attack





Reconnaissance-Strike Complex





Gulf War Trauma…For China

• Quick, decisive victory

• Iraqis with Soviet and Chinese arms

• Debut of precision and deep strike

• Revolution in military affairs (RMA): 
fulfills Soviet prediction













Chinese Assessment of Gulf War

• Short to fight, but long to prepare

• Lavish use of firepower; enormous use of 

resources; extremely expensive

• Internationalization of conflict = more allies

• Strategic targets: inside-out strikes

• Reliance on information: system of systems 



Interesting Counter Factual

• A smarter Saddam Hussein

• Less favorable terrain

• Struck first while U.S. forces assembling

• Retreated from Kuwait before U.S. attack



1995-1996 Taiwan Strait Crisis



USS Independence



1999 Belgrade Embassy Bombing



Central Military Commission

Emergency Meeting

CMC Vice Chairman General Zhang Wannian



“Assassin's Mace” Mega Projects 

“What the enemy is most afraid of, 

that is what we should be developing.”



II. Active Defense 

How Does the Weak Defeat the Strong?



Active Defense

积极防御



Terminology

• “Military strategic guideline”

• “Strategic thought”

• “Military strategy”

• Clausewitz: “the use of engagements 

for the object of  the war.”  



Military Strategic Guideline

“The strategic concept of active defense is 
the essence of the CPC’s military strategic 
thought. From the long-term practice of 
revolutionary wars, the people’s armed 
forces have developed a complete set of 
strategic concepts of active defense, which 
boils down to: adherence to the unity of 
strategic defense and operational and 
tactical offense; adherence to the 
principles of defense, self-defense and 
post-emptive strike; and adherence to the 
stance that ‘We will not attack unless we 
are attacked, but we will surely 
‘counterattack if attacked.’”

China’s Military Strategy, May 2015



Military Strategy

“China’s armed forces unswervingly implement 
the military strategy of active defense, guard 
against and resist aggression, contain separatist 
forces, safeguard border, coastal and territorial 
air security, and protect national maritime rights 
and interests and national security interests in 
outer space and cyber space.  ‘We will not attack 
unless we are attacked, but we will surely 
counterattack if attacked.’”

The Diversified Employment of China’s Armed Forces, April 2013 



Mao and Active Defense

“Active defense is also known as offensive 
defense, or defense through decisive 
engagements. Passive defense is also known 
as purely defensive defense or pure defense. 
Passive defense is actually a spurious kind of 
defense, and the only real defense is active 
defense, defense for the purpose of counter-
attacking and taking the offensive…Only a 
complete fool or a madman would cherish 
passive defense as a talisman.”  

Problems of Strategy in China’s Revolutionary War, 1936



Boxing Metaphor

“We all know that when two boxers fight, 

the clever boxer usually gives a little 

ground at first, while the foolish one 

rushes in furiously and uses up all his 

resources at the very start, and in the 

end he is often beaten by the man who 

has given ground.”

Problems of Strategy in China’s Revolutionary War, 1936



Rumble in the Jungle







Mao on Interior vs. Exterior Lines

“An army operating on strategically interior lines 
suffers from many disadvantages…But in 
campaigns and battles we can and absolutely must 
change this situation…We can change the 
converging attack directed by the enemy against us 
on the plane of strategy into converging attacks 
directed by us against the enemy on the plane of 
campaigns and battles. We can change the enemy's 
strategic superiority over us into our superiority 
over him in campaigns and battles…This is what we 
call exterior-line operations within interior-line 
operations…the offensive within the defensive…”

Problems of Strategy in China’s Revolutionary War, 1936



War of Resistance Against Japan

“Taking the war as a whole, there is no doubt that we 
are strategically encircled by the enemy because he 
is on the strategic offensive and operating on 
exterior lines while we are on the strategic defensive 
and operating on interior lines. This is the first form 
of enemy encirclement. We on our part can encircle 
one or more of the enemy columns advancing on us 
along separate routes, because we apply the policy 
of fighting campaigns and battles from tactically 
exterior lines by using numerically preponderant 
forces against these enemy columns advancing on 
us from strategically exterior lines. This is the first 
form of our counter-encirclement of the enemy.”

On Protracted War, 1938





III. Active Defense in the 21st Century





“Strategic Defense”

“The essence of active defense is the 
offensive defense.  Although strategic 
defense is defensive on the whole and 
passive in form, it is not purely defensive 
operations, and does not mean waiting 
passively for the enemy’s attacks…The 
strategic defense demands not only 
shifting in good time from strategic 
defense to strategic counter-offensive 
and strategic offensive, but also 
conducting offensive operations in the 
whole course of defense.”



Operational Terms

“Active defense lays emphasis on the 
strategic interior-line defense and the 
exterior-line offensive in campaign and 
combat…If in the inferior or passive 
position on the whole, one must 
concentrate one’s troops and create 
conditions to form partial superiority with 
some initiative, and conduct exterior-line 
offensive operations of quick decision in 
campaign and combat to transit from 
strategic passivity to strategic initiative.” 



后发制人 [houfazhiren]

“The strategy to gain mastery by striking 
only after the enemy has struck does not 
mean waiting for the enemy’s strike 
passively…For ‘the first shot’ on the 
plane of politics and strategy must be 
differentiated from ‘the first shot’ on that 
of tactics…If any country or organization 
violates the other country’s sovereignty 
and territorial integrity, the other side will 
have the right to ‘fire the first shot’ on the 
plan of tactics.” 



Striking First

“We should do all we can to dominate 
the enemy by striking first.  Once the 
enemy invades our territory and 
offends our national interests, it 
means that the enemy has already 
fired the first shot strategically and 
crossed the border of our strategic 
defense.  Thus, we get the freedom to 
conduct self-defense operations.”



“Counterattacks on Exterior Lines”

• Can’t trade space for time
– High-value objects along China’s coast

– Local wars along China’s periphery

• Long-range, precision strike

• Non-linear character of modern war

• Operations increasingly strategic





Scope of Operations

• Extend as far from homeland as possible

• Attack enemy “operational base,” 

“source of war,” and “war system”

• Long-range missile attacks, cyber 

attacks, and special forces attacks 





Chapter 5
Enrich and Develop Active Defense Strategic Thought



Active Defense in 2013

• “Homeland defense-type strategy”

• “Frontier defense”

• “Struggle/control over the global 
commons”: oceanic, polar, space, cyber 
arenas

• Threat vector shift from interior to the 
seas

• “Strong enemy” uses “integrated 
aerospace, air-sea, cyberspace non-
contact strikes” to reach deeply into 
mainland  





The Challenge

“In particular, the strong enemy will rely 

on its comprehensive expeditionary 

superiority from the oceanic direction to 

threaten our homeland at greater 

distances, allowing him to strike us while 

he is out of reach and to deter us in 

peacetime while quickly wrecking our 

combat system in wartime.”   



Geographic Scope

“For some time to come, we must 

consider an outward extension of 

the strategic frontier from the 

coastal and borders regions of the 

three northeast, southeast, 

southwest directions to form an arc-

shaped strategic zone covering the 

limited areas of the western Pacific 

and the northern Indian Ocean.”   



“Offensive Operations”

• Attack only after being attacked at the 
strategic level

• But, cannot wait for the enemy to do 
harm first at the operational level

• Need “strategic attack capability, 
strategic attack posture, strategic attack 
actions”

• “Strategic attack as an important 
combat type of active defense” 



“Joint Distant Operations”

• “Implement operations that use the mainland 
and the near seas as strategic interior lines”

• “To deter and control along strategic exterior 
lines of the western Pacific and the north 
Indian Ocean”

• “Outward offensive operations with integrated 
land, sea, air, space, cyber, electric 
capabilities.”

• “Non-contact medium- to long-range 
firepower strike as the main combat action” 

• Supplemented by “limited air-sea elite forces” 





Concluding Thoughts

• The United States is the benchmark

– Theater wars since ‘90-’91 Gulf War

– Crises involving China

• Chinese strategy rooted in history

• Strategy + power adapt to each other

• Homeland defense vs. distant operations


